
Kryssarvigen 10, Nasby Park, Sweden

1l Dec., 1960.

Dr, Kerl B, Karlson

Dear Karl, .
Please forgive my,slowness in answering your last letter, which I

enjoyed very much, In.fact,.andthis you may.find,hard to believe, I have been ~

goaded by it into working nights on the paper on cancer in ulcerative colitis,
This paper is now rough typed as I would like it to-be, and I have only to

retype it properly and then to send it to you for forwarding to Al Hurwits, my co-
editor on the Reappraisal Section, who will forward it in turn to OHW. In the
meantime, time has flown,

I received an airmail special♥delivery. letter from Bromberg the day before re-
ceipt of your letter, but it arrived late in the dey and was not answered before
arrivel of yours. The death of OBrien was unknown to me, but is no surprise, as

_ he had had hypertension in addition to his bleeding ulcer for several years, As you

know, the Plastic Surgery situation has been a serious problem at KCH, You will
find Miss Levine has a folder in my own inimitable handwriting on the problems
involved, She probably does not have it in her general files as I kept it in my
right~hand desk drawer when I was there, as this seemed less prone to unwanted
leekage of information. I am sure she can find it for you. My own appraisal of the
situation is as follows, subject to any errors which might arise from faulty re-
collection, Teplitzky is a strong man who lost his position at KCH because of his
insistence on billing insurance companies for blood transfusions given to burn patients,
The Commissioner, Martin Kogel, felt this should be billed by the City, as it was a
service rendered entirely by City-paid personnel and the only -part player by staff was
in setting up a pattern of indications for suchtransfusions, To make a long story
short, Teplitzky undertook to make his . objections appear.in the light of his owm
righteous indignation over this userpation of fees by the City. He unfortunately
rendered bills for this item without making it know to any one else, and if I recall
correctly, the appearance was one of concealment of such bills. I know Phil Lear
regards Teplitzky highly, but I think the concensus is that hisrecord in this regard .
would appear to the unbiased. observer to fall short of lily-white.

RayShapiro had his training atKCH but to date has never gotten himself pre=
☁pared to take his Boards in Plastic Surgery, and would therefore be in difficulties
at once with the service relation to the Board ofPlastic Surgery if placed officially
in cherge of service. He also is not a hard driver, which I suspect is-what the
service needs to regain the excellence it was once supposed to have. Rubin and
Walden are both conscientious and -hard=working men, and both had been antagonized by
O☂Brien, primarily byhis habit ofparticipating . in case care-only to the point
necessary to assure hisgaining of fees for patient care,:.Even the expenses of the
Society of Graduate Plastic Surgeons of KCH were paid in the last few years from
earnings of men working at Meadowbrook Hospital, since apparently OBrien had control
of all funds from KCH and would not relinquish any of them, Neither Rubin nor
☜Walden is regarded by Herb Conway as having had a thorough and broad training in plastic
surgery; one of them is. better than the other, but I cannot recall which is the stronger

one at the moment, Be that as it may, the Board of Plastic Surgery is reported by
Conway to have passedthe last examinee from here with grave reservations because of
shortcomings in traini g and in quality of performance in the examinations, ☁and it
would seem to Herb and to me that. there is reason for thinking seriously about the
wisdom of revising the organization of the service with thisin view.

Bromberg trained under Conway and associates, and comes from an environment
in which active sound basic research has been in progress for:many years, Perhaps
you. know of the work at 6ormell on tissue transplantation and immunity, some of which
has looked very creditable, It would be wise to check, but I think Bromberg had
an active part in some of this and would like the opportunity to work in a university
atmosphere where he conbd continue to do such work, He is a hard driver and he is
agxmamtxve aggressive, as his hurry-up letter to me would indicate; but we have had
several conversations, starting several years back, and notes of these willbe found

_ in my right drawer or in the main files under his name as prospective staff. Bob



Moore was consulted about the situation, and felt as I do that the ☁thing to do
was to sit tight while O☂Brien was in control, inasmuch as both Conway and Brad
Cannon had suggested that probably the Board would crack down on the KCH service,
and that at that time it would be proper for me to step in with a solution which
would give promise of correcting the situetion. ;

It is true that Rubin and Walden☂would be happyto return ané to work hard
again if Bromberg were putin cherge, asthey indicated to me in conversations
notes of whichMiss☂ Levine can provide you, It is true that Bromberg is likely
to be hard to. contain at times, and that it may prove necessary to find someone
stronger than Bob Freund to take charge of the head and neck cancer service to keep
it where it belongs in the charge of a man with bread general surgical background.
Severtheless, it seemed to me and to Bob Moore that probably this is the proper
course to take, namely appointment of Bromberg as Chief of Plastic Surgery, at
a time when it seemed easily possible to do so, You must recall that Conway
is not exactly a retiring person, end that he may have ideas about gaining isome
foothold here through Bromberg,

The course to follow is a complicated one to chart, as you can see, Neverthe»
less it appeared to me that Bromberg seemed the best choice, and the nature of this
☁Plan has been made clear to him, In case it is necessary for you to have my
expressed approval to go ahead with this appointment, I hereby approve the
appointment of Hat Bertram Bromberg as Chief of Plastic Surgery at Kings County
Hospital as soon as feasible, He has plans for integrating the training programs
here and at Meadowbrook, as we have a large amount of emergency work and almost no
elective reconstruction, while the reverse is true there, This also would seem to
me an attractive arrangement, - : oS

We must bear in mind that the choi:e must be maefrom men in practice in our
neighborhood, as the position is a volunteer one. It is not as though we could
scour the country for the best possible man anywhere, as we can do in general and
thoracic. surgery. Even if we could, I suspect Bromberg might still be considered,

What becomes of Ray Shapiro in all this I do not know. He is already moving
his activities out onto the Igkend, as are all the plastic people, and in the long
run I think a hard driver likeBromberg would give us more time and certainly more
drive and active organization, ☜fthink my talks with Shapiro, notes of which Miss
Levine also has, indicate he would stay with us happily ifBromberg came on, -

So much for Plastic Surgery, except for one thing, The Oral Surgeons are a
capable group; but do not seem to recognize the limitations of their training and

_ egnpetence; I think Bromberg would extablish a reasonable working arrangement with
them, one which is satisfactory for their board requirements and still safe for the
patients, and sot☂on the money grounds used heretofore,

☜-<- Would-you kindly call Bromberg as soon as☁you-and Bob Moore have reached your
decision on this matter, I am sending him no other communication than that. a
copy of which I enclose. I also enclose the letter he sent me, Please be sure it
is duly filed for future reference,

Iam sorry indeed that the Committee on Academic Qualifications turned down
Wes☂s application for Markle Fellowship. Do you have an idea why.? Was there
really a better candidate, which I-find it hard to believe, or was it a matter of
what I consider the foolish thests that one department was gesting too many
Markle Fellowships? What the School needs is the presentation of the strongest
possible candidate, and I think no other consideration should prevail, Would
appreciate your reaction, Am glad the troubled waters have become smooth again with
Wes in any case.

-I have been☂ wondering about the bleeding ulcer program also. It seems to me
we still have not settled the qu stion of which is the safest means of handling
these people, It seemsto me that operation on selected patients only, if they
are selected on the Dunphy pattern, is the worst way to handle them, Do we really
have a better way to select them at hand? Has the program of taking all the bleeding
ulcers, regardless of Service of Division, worked well enough since July 1. to give
a sufficient number of additional patients to clarify the situation? I should think
perhaps the results should have a good statistical analysis before any change is
made, What would be your reaction té submission of the whole business to Schuyler Kohl?



Dennis to Xarlson 11 Dec., 1960 »p. 2
It seems to be characteristic of many of our steff that they come to the

men in charge to recuest, demand, or even try to bleckmail him into promotion,
Some staff in the past has been dropped beceuse of this letter activity. I agree
thet so fer Ira Teicher seems to me to offer a good deal of promise but thet he
does not seem to hreve enough publicetions of sufficiently sound basic vor to
pass the Committeee on Acedemic Qualificetions, I do think that if he ecntinues
as he has in the recent past he will gein his promotion, but I think now thet the
sug:estior will be made thet he should be made Professorial Lecturer instead of
Clinicel Professor. It may be this would be attractive to Ira, but I doubt it,
You wieht ask him to see,

I am in a stete of indecision about Roberts, You know as well es I do that
Brookly . astounds with character assassins as well as with skinflints, ☁Whether it is
still logical or fair to condemn a man because of the places where he works, when
anparcntly grest efforts have been made to correct the evils of former deys I do not
know. I would feel more com!ortable if this were hendled as the cese of Sydney
Cohen, neaely set aside until you and I can review 211 nossible evidence together.
It is not our duty or right do determine whether a man is honest or guilty, in the
last analysis, it is our duty to associate with the Department only those men who
ave considered by all honest and reputeble men in the profession of be free of all
possible taint of avything wrong. The feilure on our pert to apnoint a man is in
no sense a condemnetion, It is simply a judgement of all aveil-ble invormation
28 to the moves which will bring the best and strongest recute to the Denertment,

Ire Poliser is elso not likely -t all to get past the Cormittee, I think
it wes two years ago that I proposed him, and I do not want thet emberressment again.
when his record is unquestionably strone and sound, then it will be time. He is not
ii the s°me leccue with Adrian Kentrowitz or Irv Enquist or Frack "anm, for example,
have you yotten thet technician line away from Polisar yet?. I am rorslexed about
Miller and the Speech and Heering Progrem. I do not trick we are wider eny obligation
to move him to a Stete line at 211. I think it is up to Ira to run things to the
treivins: groat will not be turned dows. Last veer I set in with some of the examiners
from USPHS on this matter, and wes nut in e highly embarr☂ssixz rosition when it
was brourht out that he was using men to run his service who were being veid out of
the erst to do research and to get treined in resesreh., In feet I fot a lecture from
John Sordley, tue I, and T, man at Johns Eorsins, about the need tor reserrch in our
thinking in the training of men. I did not like it. If the whole is not to be run
io open snd above-board fashion, I would rather let it die on the vine then de a
particicent in ay twisting of meanings, I am in doubt ebout making Dorothy Wolff
full time slso. You might telk with Bob Moore ebout this, es he hes lmow here for
25 yerrs, and also has followed the work in question. lie feels, if I understend right,
thet she is ro-doing what wes settled at leest 20 years avo.

#ith regerd to Polisar, there is a other side to the story, in thet the City
promised him s large amount of re-built srece in the outpetient devertment, mostly
for Speech and Hearing, and that the City hes di frulted om much of this, It is now
so long a,o thet I am not certain of my facts, but it would be well to double check

ring eny firm decisions. Also, the position he holds mst be filled by a
mon in practice in the comminity, end when Jeff end I went throu, h the Directory of
medicnl Specizlists before Ira☂s apointment, Ira was the only one he corsidered at
ell enovopri: te for the vositio: in Prooklyn, The situ<tion mey heve cherged somewhet
since then, but this fa.t is worth bepring in mind, Although he is 2 terrific
empire builder and althous: he seems to heve no concent of the mesning of brsic reseerch,
he is runing the service well, with the exception of clashes with other services as
to jurisdiction over cases. It would be difficult to replace a mer in this nosition
without usin: e fulletine line for the ournose, °

 

 



I am fascinated with the use ofACD blood for the. machine, Was.there

something entirely faulty with ☁our data on infusion of citrate in dogs when☝ ☂
Phil Eder was in the leb? We found then thet such infusion was ☁lethal and that

infusion into another vesselof compensating amounts of calcium ion did not.reduce
the lethal effect, Did someone think he know ☁what results I wanted and switch things

to please me? This is worrisome, because until the abstracts of this year☂s Forum
became available, I thought the question was settled the other-way, Certrinly the

blood problem will be immensely simplified if citrate blood can be used, Are you
adding heparin and then calcium just before starting? ;

Am glad the training grant came through even if shorn so badly. .-Do the best you

ean with it. I am greatly pleased with the progress. you-and Bob Moore and Jack Stuckey
imply in your letters, The intern situetion andthe resident situation seem to be

improving, and we well can stand it!.

: I hope. Gloria did not take my lovely X-mascard to.her too.☁Literally.. I shall

be ready to come. back when the year is over,.I am sure, but have found so much to do

in the meantime that I. am exhausted-.most of the time, Wehave.been trying to carry

on partial left heart by-pass by means of a large trocar put down the jugular vein,

through the atrial septum and into. the left atrium. We canget it into place regularly

☜with the aid, usually, of fluoroscopy, but it slips somethkimes and has to be replaced
after a time. There are twelve experiments of such perfusion, turing. over 50% of

estimated cardiac output for six hours, with two dogs dying, At sacrifice we have had

trauma to endocardium -here and .there, but the hole tends usually to close, though not

invariably. We have done a mess of left by=passes with collection of coronary blood

and determination of oxygen utilization as measured with coronary sinus blood. There

is no.☁doubt about reduction of oxygen use even with small amounts of turnover, We are

now testing Sarnofi☂s time-tension index (Vol. 192 of A. Je Physiol.) and find that in

.. this comection it does not seem to apply at all. There are planned some runs in

_. which we do the above simultaneously to show that Sarnoff☂s thesis is not correct, I

noes We have also been doing dog work on deep hypothermia, with reference to oxygen
se and the nature. of the oxygen debt built.weon-arrest of circulation at arrest below

15 degrees. .
Family is. fine. Jane is much too interested in.@2 premedicel student here, or maybe

she is just bored, I.do not kmow, We shall spend, X-mas week here and then go for

a few days to the mountains in the north for a little rest,skiing, etc. The family
can! get Along in Swedish after a☂fashionNowe, ☜Elly and J went as. guestsof Crafoord
to the derenioniesof:awarding of Nobel ☁prizes yesterday, They certainly do things .

_ in beautiful fashion, Wag able to followthe speeches reesonably..well.. Wealso met
to the:☁benquest that evening, and☜along with☁only 700 other peoplehad dinner with the
king. ☁We, were right up front and enjoyed in greatly, The fanner of public presentation
of the ☁Andri.cans was distressing in contrast with the Englishman-end Medawar, the
Australi ☁I can see why the Swedes want to learn. English.and not to be contaminated
with the hericanlanguage!

I hope you are refining your. composure and not being run regeed. Are you getting
everything\ organized so even I can stay on top of it when I come back? Are you and Irv
consulting|about w: ether one of you wants to takeeither six or 12 months as sabbatical
next year?
oo, Please. bive |my hest to the girls and others in. Depertnent, Have send ☁word for
Xemas td:☁Gloria and family, but please reinforce,

é i ☁ x - Sincerely,

/Myreg: War OURR
Kryasarviigen 10, Nasby Park, Sweden, ♥ 11Dees, 1960

Dra Bertram E, Bromberg
250 Wilton Ave.
Eempstead, Ns Ts

Dear Dr. Sromberg,
Thank you kindly for your letter, I had not knownabout

\Gerald O"Brien☂s desth, Have communicated with Dr. Karlson, who will
\Sontact you, I believe, within a few days, |

In the meantime, let me extend Season☂8 Greetings to you.

\.

   

 


